NEIL
BIRKBECK

PROVIDING PURCHASING EXCELLENCE

Discover how to reduce costs
and overheads and increase
procurement savings for a more
cost-effective business
ESCALATING COSTS
The procurement of indirect overheads, back of
house goods and services is often neglected with
organisations focusing on their core business
and goods for resale, rather than the cost of
goods to actually run their businesses. In today’s
recessionary climate squeezing out additional
costs and procuring prudently is a must. But good
procurement requires an analytical mind and
strong commercial and negotiation skills. It requires
experience and confidence to know where to reduce
costs.
Neil Birkbeck is a procurement specialist who
helps organisations realise significant cost savings,
especially on the procurement of indirect good
and services – in many cases as much as 20% on
current prices. Neil helps to identify where savings
opportunities may exist and will then help generate
procurement savings, identifying unnecessary costs
and expenditure resulting in a more cost effective
business. This can include operational purchases
from service contracts like cleaning, catering or
courier services to products like consumables,
equipment, office supplies and vehicle fleets.

SQUEEZING
OUT
ADDITIONAL
COSTS AND
PROCURING
PRUDENTLY...

IS A MUST
A ROBUST APPROACH
Structuring deals in such a way that they deliver
the maximum value in the shortest time possible,
Neil has an innovative approach to procurement.
The specialist procures intelligently through online
tendering which creates a level playing field so that
there are no preferences to a particular supplier.
Online tendering helps to control supplier costs.
Neil creates a fair but incredibly competitive
environment. Through the process suppliers have
time to improve their offer when they are made
aware of their position in the bidding process.

“From scratch, Neil set up a team and in a
short space of time was delivering significant
and sustainable benefits. In fact Neil recruited
and inducted such a good team he was
awarded B&Q’s Best of the Best People Award”
Paul Rodford – Director of
Operational Finance B&Q

Helping household brands deliver
significant benefits
ON HAND TO HELP
Neil has a proven heritage of purchasing excellence
working with many private sector companies in a
variety of sectors including Retail, Healthcare and
FM. His expertise in procurement means that he
has the capabilities to help clients to structure the
best options for indirect purchases.
Large organisations that Neil has worked for include
B&Q, Pets at Home, Quotient, Eli Lilly, Fat Face,
EMCOR, Johnson Controls and a number of private
hospital and care home groups.
The direct and honest approach that Neil employs
means that you will be told how it is, rather
than what you want to hear. This means that if
opportunities for savings cannot be identified you
will be told.
Areas where procurement costs have been reduced
include: multi-site cleaning services, marketing print,
courier services, FM consumables, housekeeping
consumables, labour agency spend, capital
equipment, fleet, medical products and many others.

“The tender on our specialist courier services
was driven through in a matter of weeks
and not only showed savings of nearly 30%
equating to half a million pounds but ended
with better SLAs and a stronger contractual
relationship with the successful supplier.”
Roger Burdett CEO Quotient

“Neil identified an impressive cost reduction
across two spend categories through his
online tendering and e-auction process.
Neil’s structured approach combined with his
enthusiasm ensured a complex project was
delivered on time and within budget.”
Christoph Marr Procurement Director,
Care UK

A DIRECT,
HONEST
APPROACH
KEEPS
CLIENTS
COMING
BACK
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steps for excellence
Neil has many years of cross industry experience
combined with best practice processes,
methodologies and strong project management
skills. His innovative approach incorporates
three options for achieving excellence in the
procurement of goods and services:

•

1

Business Review

Neil will undertake a full review of a
company’s current purchases and
processes with the aim of identifying
savings opportunities.

•

Often it is the areas of smaller spend
that don’t require a full tender where
savings opportunities exist. These will be
identified and strategies outlined on how
to make the savings.

•

Once identified, these procurement
projects can be executed internally by the
in-house procurement or sourcing team or
Neil can handle the procurement process
via online tendering.

•

2

Online Tendering

Neil will oversee the tendering process, from
putting together a list of initial suppliers,
helping to produce a specification, to
agreeing terms and developing the online
tender questionnaires. This creates a
very competitive bid environment and
saves a substantial amount of time on the
traditional tender method both for client
and suppliers. Only suppliers that are fit to
fulfil the client’s requirements are engaged.

•

Where appropriate the e-auction process
is used, managed at every stage and the
results reviewed with the client ending in a
supplier decision.

•

Ideally suited for contract values in excess
of £100,000, results can be spectacular
because the final price is what the market
dictates rather than what the client has
historically been paying.

SAVINGS
REALISED ARE
OFTEN BETWEEN
15 TO 20 %
ON CURRENT
PRICES

3

Interim Procurement
Requirements

•

Interim procurement assignments to fulfil
short-term needs can be undertaken. This
may involve an organisation seeking to
evolve a new structure or needing cover
during the absence of a key employee.

•

The approach is hands on, visiting clients
to scope projects and consulting with local
teams to understand the real situation.
Neil can work in-house or remotely
dependent on client requirements.

•

An experienced talent pool is available
to draw upon so local support can be
mobilised quickly as and when needed.

Delivering procurement projects
on time and to budget
“It is a year since Pets at Home completed the
tender for the cleaning services contract for its
stores using Neil and the eRFX online tendering
process and e-auction. 12 months on, the
improvements in store cleaning standards are a
result of the very professional work undertaken
during the tender. Although the actual e-auction
was only a small part of the overall process, it was
an integral part of the review, without which the
competitive bid would not have been possible. In
the final analysis we not only improved the service
levels but also improved the pricing element as
well.”
David Hurst, Facilities Manager,
Pets at Home

“Neil managed the project within the tight timescales
we had agreed and worked extremely well with our
internal team to deliver a good result. We ended up
staying with the same supplier who had historically
provided us with a good service, but we negotiated
a reduced price. I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend
Neil for other similar projects.”

“WE HAVE
SEEN COST
SAVINGS OF
BETWEEN
£700K AND
£1M”
If you are looking to optimise purchasing power,
maximise procurement savings and reduce indirect
costs, consider Neil Birkbeck. He is a recognised
industry specialist who will:
►► Focus on driving value from indirect overheads
►► Leverage technology through online tendering to
control supplier costs
►► Create a fair but incredibly competitive
environment for suppliers
►► Reduce indirect costs associated with running
the business
►► Help create better SLAs and stronger
contractual relationships with suppliers

Emily Tate,
Chief Financial Officer,
Fat Face

“I was confident to hand over the project to Neil,
knowing that he would make it happen and deliver.
Neil delivered on time and to budget and we have
seen cost savings for HCA of between £700K and
£1m.”

For more information please
contact Neil Birkbeck on
+44 (0)77697 27364
neil@neilbirkbeckltd.co.uk

Clive Horner, Purchasing Director,
HCA Hospitals
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or visit the website:
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